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Nr. Party Line Action Current Text Proposed Amendment CAS decision

1 EELV 1 - 
639

replac
e

The whole text Change Europe for the EU withdrawn

2 Georgia 
Greens

10 - 
11

replac
e

From Ireland to Turkey From Ireland to Georgia accepted

3 EELV 19 delete Authoritarianism, racism, 
neoliberalism, terrorism and 
wars in our neighbourhood –   all 
in different ways – have eroded 
the sense of security for many 
Europeans

Authoritarianism, racism, 
neoliberalism, terrorism and wars  –  
all in different ways – have eroded 
the sense of security for many 
Europeans

withdrawn

4 Cyprus 
Greens

23 delete The so-called refugee crisis…. The refugee crisis…. accepted as amended: replacement:    People 
fleeing war and persecution exposed 
governments unwilling to help, while Europe as 
a whole is wealthier than ever.

5 Groen 
Links

43 replac
e

Old mainstream parties have 
long resisted calls for 
progressive reforms.

Old status-quo parties have long 
resisted calls for progressive 
reforms.

accepted

6 EELV 49 replac
e

With the Greens playing a  
leading role, Europe has taken 
important steps to invest in 
renewable energy

With the Greens playing a  leading 
role, the European Union  has taken 
important steps to invest in 
renewable energy

withdrawn

 CAS amendments to the draft Manifesto 2019 
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Nr. Party Line Action Current Text Proposed Amendment CAS decision

7 EELV 51 replac
e

Thanks to Green leaders, we are 
moving towards protecting 
whistleblowers who expose 
information in the public interest

Thanks to the Greens, the EU is 
moving towards protecting 
whistleblowers who expose 
information in the public interest

Accepted as amended: Thanks to Green 
leadership, Europe…  

8 Miljöpar
tiet de 
gröna 
(MP)

52 replac
e

Thanks to Green leaders, we are 
moving towards protecting 
whistleblowers who expose 
information in the public 
interest, taking action against 
authoritarian governments, 
banning useless plastics, and 
fighting tax evasion by big 
corporations – just to give a few 
examples.

... banning unnecessary plastics, and 
fighting tax evasion by big 
corporations – just …

accepted

9 EELV 57 replac
e

Today, young people struggle to 
find decent jobs; women are 
discriminated against at work; 
and small business owners 
suffer from unfair tax 
competition by big corporations. 
Parents worry about their 
children being exposed to 
harmful chemicals; journalists 
about getting silenced by 
powerful interests; and trans 
people about facing violence on 
the streets. The elderly live in 
abject poverty and people drown 
in the Mediterranean. 

We want a European Union  where all 
citizens can live a peaceful decent 
and safe life . Today, young people 
struggle to find decent jobs; women 
and people of colour are 
discriminated against at work; and 
small business owners suffer from 
unfair tax competition by big 
corporations. Parents worry about 
their children being exposed to 
harmful chemicals; journalists about 
getting silenced by powerful 
interests; and trans people and 
homosexuals about facing violence 
on the streets. The elderly and 
persons suffering from a handicap 
live in abject poverty and people 
drown in the Mediterranean. 

withdrawn
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Nr. Party Line Action Current Text Proposed Amendment CAS decision

10 FYEG 69 add Letting children inherit a clean 
and safe planet

Letting children "and young people" 
inherit a clean and safe planet

accepted as amended: "and youth"

11 FYEG 80 add We have an obligation to preserve 
the environment – for both the 
people today and our children 
tomorrow

We must ensure we listen to the 
voices of those who will inherit the 
planet and give them representation to 
make change to preserve their future. 

Accepted as amended:  We must ensure 
representation to all who will inherit the planet.         

12 Bü90/Di
e 
Grünen 

82 - 
85

replac
e

Europe has to lead the way on 
climate action, making the Paris 
Agreement a reality and limiting 
warming to 1.5 degrees. We are 
calling for a European climate 
law, with binding carbon budgets 
reducing emissions by at least 
55% by 2030 and building a net-
zero emissions economy by 
2040.

Europe has to lead the way on climate 
action, making the Paris Agreement a 
reality. Europe has to contribute its 
share to limit global warming to well 
below 2 degrees, and pursuing efforts 
to limit the temperature increase to 
1.5 degrees above pre-industrial 
levels. We are calling for a European 
climate law, with binding carbon 
budgets reducing emissions by at 
least 55% by 2030 and building a net-
zero emissions economy by 2050.

VOTE - text TBC : “Europe has to lead the way 
on climate action, making the Paris Agreement 
a reality. We want the EU to pursue all possible 
efforts to limit the temperature increase to 
1.5°C while ensuring it will stay well below 2°C 
above pre-industrial levels. We are calling for a 
European climate law, with binding carbon 
budgets reducing emissions by at least 55% by 
2030 and building a net-zero emissions 
economy by 2040”. (or: the latest by 2050)                                                                                                                             

13 GGEP 83 - 
85

add We are calling for a European 
climate law, with binding carbon 
budgets reducing emissions by 
at least 55% by 2030 and building 
a net-zero emissions economy 
by 2040.

We are calling for a European climate 
law, with binding carbon budgets 
reducing emissions by at least 55% 
by 2030 compared to 2010 and 
building a net-zero emissions 
economy by 2040.
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Nr. Party Line Action Current Text Proposed Amendment CAS decision

14 EELV 92 add Energy. Not a single euro from 
tax payers should finance fossil 
fuels. Funds divested from fossil  
energy can be reinvested in 
sustainable solutions, such as 
renewable energy, cross-border 
trains and sustainable farming.

Energy. Not a single euro from tax 
payers should finance fossil fuels. 
Funds divested from fossil  energy 
can be reinvested in sustainable 
solutions, such as investments on 
energy savings, energy sufficient 
buildings, renewable energy, cross-
border and local trains and  
sustainable farming.

Accepted as amended: replace "renewable 
energy" with "energy efficiency"    

15 Greek 
Greens

93 add sustainable farming. without cruelty to animals and 
(further) biodiversity loss.

withdrawn

16 GGEP 96 delete While fossil gas may replace 
coal in the short term, there is 
no place for it in the long term.

Accepted as amended: fossil fuels, including 
gas, … accepted (in line 95) + delete original 
sentence

17 ICV 102 add role. EU I+D sponsored and funded 
research criteria should encourage 
new clean and efficient energy 
sources while upgrading cleaner 
ones.

withdrawn
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Nr. Party Line Action Current Text Proposed Amendment CAS decision

18 GGEP 104 - 
106

replac
e

Building a sustainable transport 
system requires investing in 
railways, connecting European 
countries and regions with fast 
and night trains. Parts of freight 
transport can be moved to rails 
or electrified. Travellers must be 
able to book all train tickets 
from one service online.

Building a sustainable transport 
system requires shifting investments 
away from roads and air to more 
sustainable modes like walking and 
cycling, rail, sustainable water-borne 
transport, and making these modes 
more attractive. It requires investing 
in railways, connecting European 
countries and cross-border regions 
with more frequent, more accessible 
and affordable trains including 
revitalising night trains. Travellers 
must be able to book all train tickets 
from one service online.

Accepted as amended:  Transport. Building a 
sustainable transport system requires investing in 
railways, connecting European countries and regions 
with more accessible and affordable trains, 
including fast and night trains. Travelers must be able 
to book all train tickets from one service online.
Overall, stronger public transportation as well as 
reducing the necessity for transport can remedy 
traffic congestion and pollution across Europe. 
Parts of freight transport can be moved to rails or 
existing waterways, if no further environmental 
damage. All trucks, vans, trains, ships and planes 
must eventually become zero emission vehicles.
Funding for sustainable transport can be redirected 
from subsidies for air travel through the introduction 
of a European flight tax, European VAT on tickets as 
well as ending the kerosene tax exemption for 
airplanes, while supporting remote areas like islands 
with no other means of transportation.  Taxing flights 
and road transport according to the polluter pays 
principle would level the playing field between 
transport modes.
No new fossil-fuel cars should be sold in Europe after 
2030. The Union should support the creation of low-
emission zones in towns and cities across Europe and 
promote cycling and walking. To play a role, biofuels 
must have a low carbon footprint and must not 
compete with food production or cause biodiversity 
loss.      
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Nr. Party Line Action Current Text Proposed Amendment CAS decision

19 GGEP 105 add Transport should be reduced 
wherever possible through green 
logistics, mobility management and 
increased regionalisation of 
production and consumption 
processes. Transport should be made 
more efficient, though better 
integration of different modes (inter-
modality, inter-operability and inter-
connectivity).

falls with CAS accepted 18 

20 EELV 105 add Transport. Building a sustainable 
transport system requires 
investing in railways, connecting 
European countries and regions 
with fast and night trains.

Transport. Building a sustainable 
transport system requires investing 
in railways, connecting  European 
countries and regions with fast and 
night trains, without leaving behind 
local trains connecting rural areas 
and daily rail services used by people 
to go to work.

falls with CAS accepted 18 

21 Bü90/Di
e 
Grünen 

105 add with fast and night trains for example with fast and night trains falls with CAS accepted 18 

22 Groen 
Links

106 replac
e

Parts of freight transport can be 
moved to rails or electrified.

Parts of freight transport can be 
moved  to  rails  or  waterways.  All  
trucks,  vans,  trains,  ships  and  - 
ultimately  - planes  must  become  
zero-emission  vehicles.

falls with CAS accepted 18 

23 Vihreät 
De 
Gröna

106 delete Parts of freight transport can be 
moved to rails or electrified.

Parts of freight transport can be 
moved to rails.

falls with CAS accepted 18 
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24 LMP 106 replac
e

Travellers must be able to book 
all train tickets from one service 
online

To decrease individual car use 
Greens are strongly committed that 
all member states should build and 
run fast and efficient public transport 
system that rely on national high-
speed backbone railway system with 
cross-border interconnections and 
secures fast as possible connection 
times dense as possible coverage 
and frequent as possible schedule 
with affordable price. Travellers must 
be able to book all tickets from one 
service online.

falls with CAS accepted 18 

25 Bü90/Di
e 
Grünen 

108 add Stronger public transportation can 
remidy traffic congestion and 
pollution across Europe.

falls with CAS accepted 18 

26 GGEP 108 - 
110

replac
e

Funding for sustainable 
transport can be redirected from 
subsidies for air travel and the 
introduction
of a European flight tax, with 
lower tax rates for countries with 
fewer options. Taxing flights 
would level the playing field 
between transport modes as 
aviation is currently exempt from 
many taxes.

Funding for sustainable transport can 
be redirected from subsidies for air 
travel through the introduction of a 
European flight tax, European VAT on 
tickets as well as ending the 
kerosene tax exemption for 
airplanes. Taxing flights and road 
transport according to the polluter 
pays principle would level the playing 
field between transport modes as 
aviation and road transport benefit 
from many subsidies compared to 
more sustainable transport modes.

falls with CAS accepted 18 
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27 Greek 
Greens

109 add .....fewer options. Funding sustainable transport in 
island regions should be also 
redirected towards a low-pollution 
and effective energy boats.

falls with CAS accepted 18 

28 Groen 
Links

113 add The Union should support the 
creation of low-emission zones 
in towns and cities across 
Europe.

The Union should support the 
creation of low-emission zones in 
towns and cities across Europe and  
promote  cycling  and  walking.

falls with CAS accepted 18 

29 Groen 113 - 
114

replac
e

To play a role, biofuels must 
have a low carbon footprint and 
must not compete with food 
production or cause biodiversity 
loss.

To play a role, biofuels must have a 
low carbon footprint, must not 
compete with food production or 
cause biodiversity loss, and cannot 
exceed what can be sustainably 
harvested in Europe.

withdrawn

30 Bü90/Di
e 
Grünen 

118 add … year – and weakens the quality 
of life for millions more

...year in the EU – and weakens the 
quality of life for millions more.

accepted

31 EELV 126 add Infrastructure and other projects 
supported with European public 
money should not endanger 
biodiversity, but rather should 
help save and restore it.

Infrastructure and other projects 
supported with  European Union 
public money should not endanger 
biodiversity, but rather should help 
save and restore it.

withdrawn

32 Greek 
Greens

127 add save and restore it , invest in animal welfare, protect and 
prevent local and global biodiversity 
crisis and refrain from using GMO's.

accepted as amended: save and restore it 
globally. (in line 134)
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Nr. Party Line Action Current Text Proposed Amendment CAS decision

33 LMP 128 [ADD, 
after 
"but 
rather 
should 
help 
save 
and 
restor
e it."

To preserve our valuable nature, 
we want to expand protected 
areas significantly, ensure they 
cover key ecosystems, and 
guarantee that the protection 
really works. Greater ambition 
must be coupled with more 
funding. Infrastructure and other 
projects supported with 
European public money should 
not endanger biodiversity, but 
rather should help save and 
restore it.

Greens are committed to the healthy 
environment even in dense populated 
areas. Preserving biomass mostly 
present in trees and monitoring the 
air/water quality and noise levels and 
keeping them in tolerable levels are 
particularly impontant in these areas. 
EU should play a role in enforcing 
basic measures for healthy 
environments even against local 
governments.

Accepted as amended: EU should play a role in 
enforcing basic measures for healthy 
environments (in line 126)

34 GGEP 134 add We want to increase marine 
protected areas to 20% of our 
seas

We want to increase marine 
protected areas to 20% of our seas 
and ensure their protection with 
effective conservation measures

accepted: and ensure their conservation. 

35 EELV 135 add Controls of sulphur emissions 
from  shipping must be extended 
to all coasts and heavy fuel oil 
banned in the Arctic 

Controls of sulphur emissions from 
shipping must be extended to all 
coasts and heavy fuel oil banned in 
the Arctic and Antartic.  

accepted as amended: and antarctic regions

36 EELV 137 Move 
further 
in the 
text

no change in the paragraph Move paragraph to line 316 withdrawn

37 ICV 144 add ... duration of warranties ... duration of warranties, to combat 
planned obsolescence and promote a 
zero-waste culture.

accepted as amended: ... duration of 
warranties, to combat planned obsolescence 
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Nr. Party Line Action Current Text Proposed Amendment CAS decision

38 Groen 
Links

146 add We are also calling for strict 
limits on exporting waste.

We are also calling for strict limits on 
exporting waste and  the  introduction  
of  taxes  on  the  extraction  and  
import  of  raw  materials.

Accepted

39 GGEP 151 - 
152

replac
e

Sustainable agriculture helps cut 
emissions, save bees, revitalise 
rural areas and keep our food 
safe.

Sustainable agriculture helps cut 
emissions, save bees and other 
pollinators, safeguards the 
environment and human health and 
revitalises rural communities

withdrawn. + correction GMO "modified" (not 
manipulated).  

40 EELV 152 add Sustainable agriculture helps cut 
emissions,  save bees, revitalise 
rural areas and keep our food 
safe.

Sustainable agriculture helps cut 
emissions,  save bees, revitalise rural 
areas and keep our food safe. 
Organic farming involves maintaining 
the health, quality and fertility of the 
soil so that plants are wholesome 
and life-sustaining.  Therefore the 
artificialisation of land needs to be 
stopped urgently to protect 
farmlands allowing farming in short 
circuit.

Accepted as amended … food safe.  To protect 
farm land, we need to stop the "urban sprawl" 
urgently. 

41 Groen 
Links

152 add Sustainable agriculture helps cut 
emissions, save bees, revitalise 
rural areas and keep our food 
safe.

Sustainable agriculture helps cut 
emissions, save bees and other 
insects, revitalise rural areas and 
keep our food safe.

WIthdrawn

42 ICV 154 add subsidies And Common Agricultural Policy WIthdrawn
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Nr. Party Line Action Current Text Proposed Amendment CAS decision

43 MP 155 - 
156

replac
e

Trade agreements can never be 
allowed to weaken standards on 
food safety and quality.

The Common Agricultural Policy and 
trade agreements should allow 
Member States to compensate 
domestic producers for extra costs 
due to higher environmental, animal 
protection or public health standards

Accepted as amended: Trade rules should 
allow Member States to compensate domestic 
producers for extra costs due to higher 
environmental, animal protection or public 
health standards

44 GGEP 160 add Fishing in Europe needs to take 
place within sustainable limits 
allowing fish stocks to recover.

Fishing in Europe needs to take place 
within sustainable limits and avoiding 
catching juvenile fish, allowing fish 
stocks to recover.

45 EELV 160 add Fishing in Europe needs to take 
place within sustainable limits, 
allowing fish stocks to recover. 
Illegal fishing must be stopped 
and imported fish required to 
meet European conservation 
standards. 

Fishing in Europe needs to take place 
within sustainable limits, allowing 
fish stocks to recover. Illegal fishing 
must be stopped, the dates of the 
fishing season harmonized accross 
the Union and imported fish required 
to meet European conservation 
standards. 

46 GGEP 162 replac
e

We want to end deep-sea bottom-
trawling a particularly 
destructive form of industrial 
fishing.

We want to end deep-sea bottom-
trawling and limit the impacts of 
bottom-contact fisheries on Europe’s 
vulnerable and remarkable marine 
seafloor ecosystems.

Accepted as amended: Fishing in Europe needs 
to take place within sustainable limits. Fishing 
seasonal closures allowing fish stocks to 
recover should be complied with by all member 
states. Illegal fishing must be stopped and 
imported fish required to meet European 
conservation standards.
 
We want to end deep-sea bottom-trawling and 
other particularly destructive forms of 
industrial fishing, and limit the impact of 
bottom-contact fisheries on eco-systems.
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Nr. Party Line Action Current Text Proposed Amendment CAS decision

47 EELV 162 add We want to end deep-sea bottom-
trawling, a particularly 
destructive form of industrial 
fishing.

We want to end deep-sea bottom-
trawling, electric fishing and other 
particularly destructive forms of 
industrial fishing.

48 GGEP 165 delete as soon as feasible. accepted
49 ICV 171 add .. and access to justice... .. and access to environmental 

justice as established in the Aarhus 
convention...

CAS accepted as amended:  access to 
environmental justice 

50 Bü90/Di
e 
Grünen 

173 add establishing an environmental 
court

establishing an international 
environmental court

accepted as amended

51 EELV 180 replac
e

The transition to a green 
economy will not happen 
overnight and it will not always 
be easy.

The transition to a greener economy, 
an economy that takes into account 
the planetary boundaries, climate 
change,  drought, desertification will 
not happen overnight and it will not 
always be easy.

withdrawn

52 Bü90/Di
e 
Grünen 

187 add We want to build a social Europe 
with a sustainable economy and 
tax justice.

We want to build a social Europe with 
adequate social protection, social 
minimum standards, a sustainable 
economy and tax justice.

withdrawn

53 ICV 191 add board. Redistributive impacts and criteria 
should be thought and assessed in all 
major policies.

accepted: to add in line 201: Reducing poverty 
and tackling inequalities must be a 
cornerstone….

54 EELV 193 replac
e

Decades of European 
cooperation have succeeded in 
building an economic union. Now 
we need to  take the next step 
and make the EU serve all people

Decades of European cooperation 
have contributed in building an 
economic union. Now we need to take 
the next step and make the EU serve 
all people

withdrawn

Accepted as amended: Fishing in Europe needs 
to take place within sustainable limits. Fishing 
seasonal closures allowing fish stocks to 
recover should be complied with by all member 
states. Illegal fishing must be stopped and 
imported fish required to meet European 
conservation standards.
 
We want to end deep-sea bottom-trawling and 
other particularly destructive forms of 
industrial fishing, and limit the impact of 
bottom-contact fisheries on eco-systems.
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55 ICV 202 add … public services … public services, increasing 
inequalities, with higher impact on 
women, particularly in young and 
retired ages.

withdrawn

56 Groen 204 - 
208

replac
e

Social rights. To make the 
European Pillar of Social Rights 
a reality, we call for introducing 
European legislation to secure 
minimum income in all European 
countries. This basic level of 
social support would be provided 
by member states to people 
without other sources of income. 
It would reflect local living 
standards and respect 
differences in national systems. 
We also believe bold visions are 
needed, which could be 
supported by studies and trials 
on a universal basic income

Social rights. To make the European 
Pillar of Social Rights a reality, we 
call for introducing European 
legislation to secure ADEQUATE 
minimum income SCHEMES in all 
European countries. THIS 
LEGISLATION SHOULD BECOME 
LEGALLY BINDING AND 
ENFORCEABLE IN ALL MEMBER 
STATES AND PROVIDE SUFFICIENT 
PROTECTION AGAINST POVERTY 
AND SOCIAL EXCLUSION SO THAT 
EVERY EUROPEAN CITIZEN CAN LIVE 
A LIFE IN DIGNITY. This ADEQUATE 
level of social support would be 
provided by member states to ALL 
people, TAKING the local living 
standards and differences in national 
systems INTO ACCOUNT AND 
AIMING EQUIVALENT PROTECTION 
TO ALL CITIZENS. EXCISTING 
STANDARDS CAN NOT BE LOWERED.  
We also believe bold visions are 
needed, which could be supported by 
studies and trials on a universal basic 
income

accepted as amended:  Social rights. To make 
the European Pillar of Social Rights a reality, 
we call for introducing European legislation to 
secure adequate minimum income schemes in 
all European countries. This adequate level of 
social support would be provided by member 
states to all people, taking the local living 
standards and differences in national systems 
into account and aiming at equivalent 
protection to all citizens. Existing standards 
can not be lowered. We also believe bold 
visions are needed, which could be supported 
by studies and trials on a universal basic 
income

57 ICV 208 replac
e

a universal basic income a universal basic income and/or 
guaranteed income schemes

Withdrawn
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58 GGEP 210 - 
211

add Europe needs to secure for 
everyone essential social rights, 
such as access to healthcare, 
housing and clean water.

Europe needs to secure for everyone 
essential social rights, such as 
access to healthcare, housing, 
education and clean water.

accepted as amended: Europe needs to secure 
for everyone essential social rights, such as 
access to healthcare, housing and education. 

59 EELV 210 add Europe needs to secure for 
everyone essential social rights, 
such as access to healthcare, 
housing  and clean water.

Europe needs to secure for everyone 
essential social rights, such as 
access to healthcare, housing, 
education  and clean water.

falls

60 FYEG 212 add  with European funds. Those who rent properties must be 
protected from exploitation with 
appropriate measures such as rent 
controls. 

61 ICV 212 add funds. A pan-european approach towards 
public housing and to tackle 
multinationals that speculate with 
housing and public should be 
encouraged.

62 ICV 216 add them. The "Social Determinants of Health" 
and " Health in all Policies" 
paradigms must be mainstreamed to 
tackle health inequalities between 
social groups.

withdrawn

63 EELV 242 add We want to protect the rights  of 
migrant workers and combat all 
forms of labour exploitation and 
forced labour in Europe

We want to protect the rights  of 
migrant workers and combat all 
forms of labour exploitation, forced 
labour and social dumping in Europe

withdrawn

64 ICV 246 delete In the medium term accepted

accepted as amended: 'We must take a 
European approach towards public housing 
policy and protect those who rent properties 
from exploitation'
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65 MP 246 - 
248

replac
e

In the medium term, one solution 
could be a European 
unemployment insurance that 
guarantees basic coverage for 
all Europeans, supplemented by 
national unemployment benefits.

In the medium term, one solution 
could be an unemployment insurance, 
for the Eurozone and open for others 
who wish to take part, that 
guarantees basic coverage for all 
supplemented by national 
unemployment benefits.

accepted:  One solution could be an 
unemployment insurance, for the Eurozone and 
open for others who wish to take part, that 
guarantees basic coverage supplemented by 
national unemployment benefits.

66 Vihreät 
De 
Gröna

258 add  are the foundation of both a 
vibrant economy and functioning 
democracy.

We want to make Europe the world 
leader in both education and 
research.

accepted

67 ICV 260 delete free and - withdrawn

68 EELV 264 - 
266

add We want to increase funding for 
research and innovation 
considerably to meet big 
societal challenges, following 
the success of the Horizon 2020  
programme.

We want to increase funding for  
research and innovation considerably 
to meet big environmental, social and 
societal challenges, following the 
success of the Horizon 2020 
programme.
The EU needs to  also be innovative 
in consultation with citizens, not only 
scientists and/or politicians

withdrawn

69 EELV 264 add We want to increase funding for 
research and innovation 
considerably to meet big 
societal challenges, following 
the success of the Horizon 2020  
programme.

We want to increase funding for 
independent research (+ idem EELV 
AM as above)

accepted
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70 EELV 272 - 
273

replac
e

Vibrant arts and culture are  
important both in their own right 
as well as sources of jobs, 
income and  wellbeing. 

Vibrant arts and culture are important 
both in their own right as well as 
sources of wellbeing, jobs and 
income . 

accepted

71 GPEW 272 add ...income and wellbeing. … income and wellbeing. Culture is an 
important expression of many diverse 
identitites we hold across the EU and 
all citizens should feel confident in 
expressing themselves through 
creative means.

falls with CAS on am 125

72 Scottis
h 
Greens

272 add Start with: Culture is an important 
expression of many diverse identities 
we hold across the EU and all citizens 
should feel confident in expressing 
themselves through creative means.

falls with CAS on am 125

73 GPEW 274 add Culture and the arts can bring 
communities together. (ok IN AM 
125) and allow new connections and 
traditions to be forged. We must work 
to create cultural meeting points to 
welcome new cultures into our 
European Union and establish new 
ones with the communities who 
choose to make our continent home.

falls with CAS on am 125
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74 Scottis
h 
Greens

274 add The arts and culture can bring 
communities together and allow new 
connections and traditions to be 
forged. We must work to create 
cultural meeting points to welcome 
new cultures into our European Union 
and make new ones with the 
communities who choose to make 
our continent home. 

falls with CAS on am 125

75 Bü90/Di
e 
Grünen 

277 replac
e

witnessing the inaction by 
mainstream politicians

witnessing the inaction by some 
politicians

withdrawn

76 GGEP 277 replac
e

mainstream politicians. some governments withdrawn

77 Groen 
Links

277 replac
e

Many feel understandable 
anxiety about the future, 
witnessing the inaction by 
mainstream politicians.

Many feel understandable anxiety 
about the future, witnessing the 
inaction by status-quo politicians.

accepted

78 ICV 281 add We call for a Youth Guarantee withdrawn

79 Bü90/Di
e 
Grünen 

284 - 
286

add 
and 
delete

The European Youth Guarantee, 
promising a young person 
employment within four months 
after finishing education, should 
be made mandatory in all 
member states and 
implemented much more 
effectively.

The European Youth Guarantee, 
promising a young person 
employment, continued education, 
apprenticeship or an internship within 
four months after finishing education, 
should be implemented much more 
effectively.

accepted as amended: "The European Youth 
Guarantee, promising a young person 
employment, continued education, 
apprenticeship or an internship within four 
months after finishing education must be 
implemented much more effectively. The 
Youth Guarantee should be made mandatory 
for all member states, making the guarantee of 
stable, paid and quality employment its 
primary goal.
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80 Groen 285 replac
e

should be made mandatory in all 
member

should be made mandatory FOR all 
member

81 FYEG 286 - 
287

add / 
rephra
se

The European Solidarity Corps is 
another promising tool, giving 
young people an opportunity to 
broaden their horizons and gain 
skills by volunteering in another 
country.

Sufficient funding for the volunteering 
strand of the European Solidarity 
Corps would give young people the 
opportunity and the financial means to 
develop their own volunteering 
projects.

accepted

82 EELV 289 - 
291

add With the right enabling 
framework, senior Europeans 
have a lot to offer, from passing 
on experience at work to 
volunteering in civil society.  No 
one should need to live in poverty 
because of retiring.

With the right enabling framework, 
senior Europeans have a lot to offer, 
from passing on experience at work 
to volunteering in civil society which 
should lead to some sort of 
recognition.  No one should need to 
live in poverty because of retiring.

accepted

83 GGEP 310 add Everyone should have access to 
shared resources – also known 
as ‘commons’ – such as  water

Everyone should have access to 
shared resources – also known as 
‘commons’ – such as clean air and 
water

accepted

84 EELV 310 - 
311

delete Everyone should have access to 
shared resources – also known 
as ‘commons’ – such as water, 
the  internet or knowledge.

Everyone should have free and 
unlimited access to shared resources

withdrawn

accepted as amended: "The European Youth 
Guarantee, promising a young person 
employment, continued education, 
apprenticeship or an internship within four 
months after finishing education must be 
implemented much more effectively. The 
Youth Guarantee should be made mandatory 
for all member states, making the guarantee of 
stable, paid and quality employment its 
primary goal.
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85 EELV 311 - 
312

replac
e

We want to encourage 
communities across Europe to 
develop sustainable  and 
accessible alternatives to the 
current dominant roles of the 
state and market in the 
economy.

Communities throughout  Europe 
should be encouraged to develop 
sustainable and accessible 
alternatives to the current dominant 
role of the market economy and its 
lobbies, e.g. by adopting circular 
economies.

accepted as amended

86 EELV 314 - 
315

add Gross domestic product alone is 
an inadequate measure of 
economic progress We want to  
complement it with alternative 
metrics that reflect social and 
environmental concerns

Gross domestic product alone is an 
inadequate measure of economic 
progress.We want to  complement it 
with alternative metrics that reflect 
well-being, social and environmental 
concerns

withdrawn

87 Greek 
Greens

315 add ...environmental concerns. ...environmental concerns, and 
address the demographic problem, 
especially in the island and remote 
mountainous regions

Accepted as amended: in line 221 add: Europe 
should not leave anyone behind - be it in 
remote or sparsely populated regions or 
vulnerable groups of people.
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88 Bü90/Di
e 
Grünen 

323 add … other services. We want to shape the digitalization to 
open up the huge ecological and 
economical potentials but also to 
secure both social services and 
labour rights. We will strengthen 
consumer rights. High standards in 
data protection, sustainability and 
employment are not a disadvantage, 
but an advantage for european 
companies in global competition.
Globalization has created global and 
cross-industry corporations whose 
market power cannot be controlled on 
a national level. We therefore call for 
an independent European antitrust 
authority to supervise big companies 
including digital multinationals to 
control and limit their market power.

CAS accepted: line 322: There is particularly 
large untapped.... other services while securing 
social services and rights for workers and 
consumers. Globalization has created global 
corporations out of reach for national checks 
and balances. We call for an effective and 
independent EU authority for digital sector 
supervision in order to control and limit the 
market power of big corporations.

89 EELV 325 - 
326

replac
e

Small and medium-sized 
enterprises (SMEs) form the 
backbone of European economy. 
We strive  encourage more 
people to become entrepreneurs 
and provide support to existing 
ones, in particular female 
entrepreneurs, family 
businesses and migrants.

Small and medium-sized enterprises 
(SMEs) must form the backbone of 
European economy. Therefore more 
people should be encouraged to 
become entrepreneurs, and the 
existing ones should be provided with 
adequate support, in 
particular female entrepreneurs, 
family businesses and migrants

withdrawn

90 GPEW 328 add … must be reformed accordingly. vibrant arts and culture are important 
both in their own right as well as 
sources of wellbeing, jobs and 
income . 

withdrawn
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91 Scottis
h 
Greens

328 add Universities should be encourage to 
work with SMEs to explore 
innovations, and capacity should be 
provided for SMEs to be able to 
further develop their practice.

accepted as amended: Universities should be 
encouraged to work with SMEs to explore 
innovations

92 EELV 329 add unfair dumping imports. unfair dumping imports.  Heavy taxes 
should be levered on those economic 
units choosing to delocalise for the 
lower wages and thus for more 
profits

accepted= add Lines 328-329    against unfair 
dumping imports and offshoring.       

93 EELV 337 add Trade. The trade treaties 
proposed so far – such as CETA, 
TTIP and TISA are seriously 
flawed.

The trade treaties proposed so far – 
such as CETA, TTIP and TISA and 
EPA with Africa are seriously flawed.

withdrawn

94 GGEP 339 add We reject privileged dispute 
settlement rights

We especially reject privileged 
dispute settlement rights

accepted

95 GGEP 342 - 
343

replac
e

We will continue to work for free 
and fair trade, based on 
international rules and 
transparent processes.

We will continue to work for fair 
globalisation, for which trade, based 
on international rules and transparent 
processes, can be an important 
instrument.

VOTE on CAS proposal: We will continue to 
work for open and fair trade policies, provided 
that they are based on international rules, 
transparent processes and that they enhance – 
not endanger – the rights of workers, farmers 
and consumers, animal welfare and the 
protection of health and the environment. We 
favour progress in the WTO and multilateral 
agreements over bilateral trade deal. The Paris 
Agreement... 
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96 Bü90/Di
e 
Grünen 

342 - 
344 

replac
e

We will continue to work for free 
and fair trade, based on 
international rules and 
transparent processes. Trade 
agreements need to enhance – 
not endanger – the rights of 
workers, farmers and 
consumers, animal welfare and 
the protection of health and the 
environment. The Paris 
Agreement...

We will continue to work for fair trade 
policies, based on international rules 
and transparent processes. We 
favour progress in the WTO and 
multilateral agreements over 
bilateral trade deals. All  trade 
agreements need to enhance – not 
endanger – the rights of workers, 
farmers and consumers, animal 
welfare and the protection of health 
and the environment.  The Paris 
Agreement....

97 GGEP 351 - 
352

replac
e

Investors should be required to 
exercise due sustainability 
diligence.

Multinational companies should be 
required to exercise due diligence 
throughout their supply chain to 
make sure their business is not in 
breach of human rights or 
sustainable development.

accepted

98 Groen 
Links

351 - 
352

add Investors should be required to 
exercise due sustainability 
diligence.

Investors, importers  and  their  
business  customers should be 
required to exercise due 
sustainability diligence.

withdrawn

99 EELV 356 - 
357

add Europe should require member 
states to raise taxes on fossil 
fuels and  consider 
environmental taxes at the 
European level, for example on 
flights and plastics.

Europe should require member states 
to raise taxes on fossil fuels and  
consider environmental taxes at the 
European level, for example on road 
transport across the EU,  flights and 
plastics.

withdrawn

VOTE on CAS proposal: We will continue to 
work for open and fair trade policies, provided 
that they are based on international rules, 
transparent processes and that they enhance – 
not endanger – the rights of workers, farmers 
and consumers, animal welfare and the 
protection of health and the environment. We 
favour progress in the WTO and multilateral 
agreements over bilateral trade deal. The Paris 
Agreement... 
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100 Groen 368 - 
372

replac
e

To establish tax justice, Europe 
must take stronger measures to 
close tax havens and fight tax 
evasion both outside and inside 
the Union. More harmonisation 
on what is taxed and how, such 
as a stronger common 
consolidated corporate tax base 
for large companies and a 
minimum tax rate, would reduce 
harmful competition between 
member states. Requirements 
for multinational companies to 
report where they pay taxes 
must be strengthened.

To establish tax justice, Europe must 
take stronger measures to close 
corporate tax havens and fight tax 
avoidance both outside and inside the 
Union. More harmonisation on what is 
taxed and how, such as a strong 
common consolidated corporate tax 
base for large companies and a 
minimum corporate tax rate, would 
reduce harmful competition between 
member states. Requirements for 
multinational companies to publicly 
report where they pay taxes must be 
strengthened.

Accepted as amended: To establish tax justice, 
Europe must take stronger measures to close 
tax havens, fight evasion and tax avoidance, 
both outside and inside the Union. More 
harmonisation on what is taxed and how, such 
as a strong (CCCTB) common consolidated 
corporate tax base for large companies and a 
minimum corporate tax rate, would reduce 
harmful competition between member states. 
Beyond committing to this common 
framework, member states should retain the 
ability to address inherent disadvantages in 
their economies. Benefits emanating from the 
reduction of tax avoidance should in turn be 
utilised for European investments also, to 
decrease social inequality and support 
disadvantaged and peripheral communities. 
Requirements for multinational companies to 
report publicly where they pay taxes must be 
strengthened.  
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101 Cyprus 
Greens

368 - 
372

replac
e

To establish tax justice, Europe 
must take stronger measures to 
close tax havens and fight tax 
evasion both outside and inside 
the Union. More harmonisation 
on what is taxed and how, such 
as a stronger common 
consolidated corporate tax base 
for large companies and a 
minimum tax rate, would reduce 
harmful competition between 
member states. Requirements 
for multinational companies to 
report where they pay taxes 
must be strengthened.

To establish tax justice and 
efficiency, Europe needs to take 
stronger measures to close tax 
havens, fight tax evasion both outside 
and inside the Union, reduce 
distortions to investment decisions 
and disparities of national systems 
and improve the simplicity and 
efficiency of corporate tax. The above 
directly affect the establishment and 
functioning of the internal market, 
and, in line with the Lisbon Treaty 
provisions, legislation to the above 
ends should be passed for the 
approximation of laws, regulations or 
administrative provisions especially 
in relation to large, multinational 
companies, whilst duly respecting the 
principles of subsidiarity and 
proportionality.  We call for the 
effective application of the EU Anti-
Tax Avoidance Directive by all 
Member States. We further call that 
requirements for multinational 
companies to report where they pay 
taxes must be strengthened.

falls with Cas accepts 100
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102 Irish 
Greens

369 add, 
replac
e and 
move

More harmonisation on what is 
taxed and how, such as a 
stronger common consolidated 
corporate tax base for large 
companies and a minimum tax 
rate, would reduce harmful 
competition between member 
states.      Requirements for 
multinational companies to 
report where they pay taxes 
must be strengthened.

To avoid the fragmentation of the 
internal market for financial services, 
to ensure that the financial sector 
makes a reasonable contribution to 
the costs of our sustainable future 
and to support the existing EU 
regulatory framework for a safer 
financial system we propose the 
implementation of a financial 
transactions tax. We propose that 
this tax would apply to all financial 
transactions, securities, derivatives 
and any future trading instruments 

falls with Cas accepts 100

103 Irish 
Greens

376 replac
e 

We propose a financial 
transaction tax to limit 
speculation and to finance 
sustainable investments. 

To establish tax justice, Europe must 
take stronger measures to close tax 
havens and fight tax evasion both 
outside and inside the Union. More 
harmonisation on what is taxed and 
how, such as a stronger common 
consolidated corporate tax base for 
large companies and a minimum tax 
rate, would reduce harmful 
competition between member states; 
recognising that island and peripheral 
member states require some 
variance powers to address structural 
disadvantages in their economies. 
Requirements for multinational 
companies to report where they pay 
taxes must be strengthened. 

falls with Cas accepts 100
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104 Cyprus 
Greens

376 - 
377

replac
e

We propose a financial 
transaction tax to limit 
speculation and to finance 
sustainable investments.

We advocate for suitable and 
effective measures to limit harmful 
speculation on the financial markets 
and to finance sustainable 
investments.

VOTE

105 Cyprus 
Greens

381 - 
382

replac
e

Banks need higher capital 
requirements and banking 
crucial to the real economy must 
be separated from trading.

We must ensure a properly sized, 
diverse and resilient financial sector 
that serves society and helps 
mobilise sustainable investment in 
the real economy.  Banking crucial to 
the real economy must be separated 
from trading.

VOTE

106 Greek 
Greens

388 add employment and reduce social 
inequality.....

as well as the serious demographic 
problem, in the  islands and remote 
mountainous regions

withdrawn

107 Bü90/Di
e 
Grünen 

399 add ...have the right to be, and 
believe in, what they want.

...have the right to be, believe in what 
and love who they want.

accepted
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108 Bü90/Di
e 
Grünen 

420 add From the start on basic settings 
should be set in a way that they 
provide the best data protection and 
security possible. Electronical 
communication has to be end-to-end 
encrypted. The e-privacy directive has 
to be adopted as soon as possible 
and should not be watered down.

accepted: replaces sentence on line 421 From 
the start on basic settings should be set in a 
way that they provide the best data protection 
and security possible. Electronical 
communication has to be end-to-end 
encrypted.. We strongly reject any kind of data 
retention without cause.
The protection of human dignity requires that 
we set limits to the delegation of important 
decisions about our lives to algorithms. 
Humans should be in command of the 
workings of algorithms and robots. Algorithms 
must be open to public scrutiny and free from 
discrimination. Europe needs to play a bigger 
role in shaping international rules.

109 Groen 
Links

420 - 
421

replac
e

As important decisions about 
our lives are delegated to 
algorithms, they must be open to 
public scrutiny – and Europe 
needs to play a bigger role in 
shaping international rules.

The protection of human dignity 
requires that we set limits to the 
delegation of important decisions 
about our lives to algorithms. 
Humans should be in command of - 
and accountable for - the workings of 
algorithms and robots. Algorithms 
that support decision-making must 
be open to public scrutiny – and 
Europe needs to play a bigger role in 
shaping international rules.

falls

110 Bü90/Di
e 
Grünen 

421 add public scrutiny - and Europe 
needs to...

public scrutiny and discrimination by 
search engines and filters has to be 
stopped - and Europe needs to...

falls
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111 Bü90/Di
e 
Grünen 

421 add We strongly reject any kind of data 
retention without cause.

falls

112 Bü90/Di
e 
Grünen 

423 delete We propose setting the age of 
voting and candidacy at 16 years 
in the European elections.

We propose setting the age of voting 
at 16 years in the European elections.

withdrawn

113 EELV 433 replac
e

Because women in Europe still 
do around two-thirds of unpaid 
work at home, parental leave 
must  be lengthened and 
distributed more equally 
between the parents

Because women in Europe still do 
around two-thirds of unpaid work at 
home, parental leave must  be 
lengthened and distributed more 
equally between the children’s 
caretakers,

withdrawn

114 EELV 439 add We fight for women’s self-
determination.

We fight for women’s empowerment 
and self-determination. We want to 
have a revision of the Maternity 
leave directive to offer better 
protection for pregnant workers and a 
minimum of two weeks fully paid 
paternity leave for all other parent , 
and a Revision of the Parental Leave 
Directive to allow family duties to be 
shared equally between parents. We 
also call for real improvement in 
accessible, affordable, high quality 
child-care to reach the Barcelona 
targets, so that both women and men 
are able to balance work and family 
life.

Accepted as amended. in line 433: "...and 
distributed more equally between parents. We 
want to offer better protection for pregnant 
workers. We also call for a real improvement 
in accessible and affordable high-quality 
childcare."         +  in  line 439: "We fight for 
women's empowerment and self-
determination." 

115 FYEG 440 add We want to make contraception 
and related services free and 
accessible for all.

We want to make contraception", 
abortion, "and related services free 
and accessible for all.

VOTE  Committee proposal to vote on wording 
resolution Antwerp: "to guarantee free and 
accessible, good-quality and safe sexual and 
reproductive health care and services for all" 
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116 MP 440 - 
441

replac
e

We want to make contraception 
and related services free and 
accessible for all.

We want to make contraception and 
related services affordable and 
accessible for all.

117 Bü90/Di
e 
Grünen 

442 add Information about contraception 
and abortion

Information about and access to 
contraception and abortion

118 Bü90/Di
e 
Grünen 

448 - 
449

replac
e

Intersecting identities in matters 
such as – but not limited to – 
gender, class, ethnicity, ability 
and age can be a source of pride, 
but discrimination can limit the 
potential of many people.

We are proud that Europe is diverse 
and colourful. We strongly condemn 
and fight any kind of discrimination 
and hate crimes on the basis of  – 
but not limited to – gender and sexual 
identity, class, ethnicity,

accepted: We are proud that Europe is diverse 
and colourful. We strongly condemn and fight 
any kind of discrimination and hate crimes on 
the basis of  – but not limited to – gender and 
sexual identity, class, ethnicity and their 
intersections

119 Bü90/Di
e 
Grünen 

450 - 
451

add We want all policies and 
services to recognise the true 
diversity of Europeans and their 
families – and the contribution 
they make to our societies.

We want all policies and services to 
recognise and protect the true 
diversity of Europeans, including 
LGBTI* and their families – and the 
contribution they make to our 
societies because Human Right are 
what Europe is about.

add in line 453: … minorities (LGBTQi*) + (in 
line 454) and their families 

120 EELV 450 - 
451

replac
e

We want all policies and 
services to recognise the true 
diversity of Europeans and their 
families –  and the contribution 
they make to our societies.

We want all policies and services to 
recognise the true diversity of people 
and families living in Europe –  and 
the contribution they make to our 
societies.

accepted as amended: We want all policies 
and services to recognise the true diversity of 
people and their families.

121 EELV 453 replac
e

People belonging to sexual and 
gender minorities should enjoy 
equal rights across Europe.

The safety of people belonging to 
sexual and gender minorities should 
be ensured and they should enjoy 
equal rights across Europe.

accepted

VOTE  Committee proposal to vote on wording 
resolution Antwerp: "to guarantee free and 
accessible, good-quality and safe sexual and 
reproductive health care and services for all" 
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122 Bü90/Di
e 
Grünen 

454 add ... be recognised equally. ...be recognised equally and the 
freedom of movement of rainbow 
families ensured.

accepted

123 Bü90/Di
e 
Grünen 

456 add ... sterilisation of trans people. ...sterilisation of trans people and non-
consented normalising surgeries for 
intersex people. We support the right 
for everyone to self-determination 
and bodily integrity. We demand the 
depathologisation of trans and 
intersex people.

withdrawn

124 ICV 456 add - We advocate for  horizontal anti-
discrimination legislation to be finally 
adopted at EU level

withdrawn
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125   
chec
k 
GpE
W 
and 
scot
tish 
Ams 
71-
74

EELV 457 add New point Building a truly European Culture 

The European Greens are convinced that 
Culture plays an important role in the 
defence of democracy in the EU and 
abroad, in the construction of the feeling of 
belonging to the same Union, as well as in 
the absolutely necessary rapprochement   
between the EU Member-States.     
    
Number of initiatives in the cultural field do 
exist at the  EU level, such as Creative 
Europe for which the budget should be 
increased to reach 4% of the budget of the 
EU within one mandate, Eurimages, 
protection of writers, etc. But too few 
measures have been taken in favour of the 
EU citizens themselves and their cultural 
rights. Unfortunately this is another reason 
why  the EU is considered l as an entity  for 
the happy privileged few. An important 
step would be to have Arte, a german-
French media besome a truly European 
Channel with programmes created and 
broadcast in all the languages of the EU, in 
all the member states and on all 
broadcasting media. 

Accepted as amended (add par. in line 274): 
We recognise the many diverse identities we 
hold across Europe plays an important role in 
defending democracy. Investment in culture 
can allow new connections and traditions to be 
forged, bringing communities together and 
strengthening a sense of belonging. We believe 
access to culture is a human right. (new par.) 
Number of initiatives in the cultural field do 
exist at the  EU level, such as Creative Europe 
for which the budget should be increased.
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Of course this is a long term project and 
must not lead to an impoverishment of 
national and  regional languages. .

To counteract the overpowerful influence 
of the GAFAM it is high time the EU  
favoured  independant European news 
channels on the web but also on television, 
the EU should  oppose muzzlement of 
media by public authorities as well as the 
concentration of media owned by groups 
accepting public financing. 

The European Greens ask for a ‘radical’ 
transformation of the approach to and 
action on Culture in and by the EU. The 
cultural dimension  should be integrated in 
all its major plans and actions.
The Greens ask for the cultural rights to be 
fully guaranteed by the EU. Everyone 
should be able to express and enrich her or 
his identity through these rights. 
The EU should consider the cultural rights 
as universal, essential and interdependent, 
thus being part  of the Human Rights.

126 Vihreät 
De 
Gröna

458 add Migration and refugees. People 
have always migrated for various 
reasons – and always will.

We need to make sure that all 
migrants are treated with dignity and 
regard for their basic human rights.

accepted
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127 Groen 458 add Migration and refugees. People 
have always migrated for various 
reasons – and always will.

Migration and refugees. WE 
COMMITT OURSELVES TO 
ERADICATE THE ROOT CAUSES OF 
FORCED MIGRATION. WE REALIZE 
THAT people have always migrated 
for various reasons - and always will.

accepted :
492 Currently, many EU policies undermine the 
good work the Union is doing on international  
development. Instead, policies on, for example, 
trade, fisheries and migration need to support 
development and sustainability goals, often 
referred to as policy coherence.
 
ADD after 494 By doing so, we also tackle the 
root causes of forced migration.

128 LMP 459 delete Building walls is not an option VOTE (or withdrawn?)

129 EELV 459 - 
460

replac
e

If newly-arrived migrants find a 
place in our societies, they can  
contribute   both to our economy 
and culture.

Newly- arrived migrants finding a 
place in our societies will contribute 
both to our economy and  culture

accepted as amended: When newly- arrived 
migrants findi a place in our societies, they can 
contribute both to our economy and  culture

130 Groen 460 add newly-arrived migrants newly-arrived migrants and refugees withdrawn (same idea is in priorities)

131 Bü90/Di
e 
Grünen 

465 add ….in the spirit of solidarity. Border control must ensure that 
people in need can effectively 
register an asylum claim. Asylum 
seekers must be guaranteed access 
to procedures for granting the right of 
asylum in accordance with the rule of 
law. Therefore, they need to be 
registered and fairly distributed 
among the EU member states.

(465)… solidarity. Border control must ensure 
that people in need can effectively register an 
asylum claim, including having access to 
asylum procedures in accordance with the rule 
of law. They need to be registered and fairly 
allocated among the EU member states   
accepted 
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132 LMP 469 - 
477

replac
e

We want the Union to support 
countries, regions and cities 
welcoming a large share of 
refugees or migrants. Helping 
migrants should never be 
criminalised – instead, the EU 
should support rescue actions. 
Children and families do not 
belong in prison simply for 
seeking asylum. Asylum seekers 
should be guaranteed access to 
legal help. Europe must 
establish legal and safe 
channels for migration. We also 
need to do a better job at 
providing opportunities for newly-
arrived people. Recognising 
skills learnt in the country of 
origin, providing language 
training and fighting racism can 
all help to integrate newcomers 
to the labour market. Underlying 
all action is respect for diversity, 
different cultures and languages.

The global migration crisis - reached 
Europe in 2015 - is considered a negative 
phenomenon. The process is "overtaking" 
the leaving countries, while cheap labor 
provides extra profits to giant multinational 
companies. Meanwhile it is difficult to 
determine who will rebuild these failed 
states and disintegrated societies. The 
solution of the migration crisis should also 
be global: by stopping the new-
colonization aspirations, limiting 
international arms trades, strengthening 
international labor and environmental 
protection systems, suspending free trade 
systems and by more coordinated 
international development policies.  We are 
convinced that every culture can flourish at 
its own place of origin: for preserving 
communities, transcending traditions and 
giving meaning to existence. That is why 
we cannot have a different purpose in the 
longer term that every person should live 
their life in their homeland. We believe that 
illegal migration must be stopped, the 
external borders of the Union must be 
protected and immigration policy must 
remain in a national competence. 

Vote on CAS version or withdrawn?
We want the Union to support countries, regions and 
cities welcoming a large share of refugees or migrants. 
Helping asylum seekers should never be criminalised 
– instead, the EU should support rescue actions. 
Children and families do not belong in prison simply 
for seeking asylum. Asylum seekers should be 
guaranteed access to legal help. Europe must 
establish legal and safe channels for asylum seekers. 
We also need to do a better job at providing 
opportunities for newly-arrived people. Recognising 
skills learnt in the country of origin, providing language 
training and fighting racism can all help to integrate 
newcomers to the labour market. Underlying all action 
is respect for diversity, different cultures and 
languages.

to add to the original text:
The solution of the migration movements should also 
be global: by stopping the unfair trade relations, 
limiting international arms trades, strengthening 
international labor and environmental protection 
systems, suspending unfair free trade systems and by 
more coordinated international development policies. 
We believe that illegal migration must be stopped, the 
external borders of the Union must be protected and 
immigration policy must remain in a national 
competence.

133 Groen 
Links

471 replac
e

Children and families do not 
belong in prison simply for 
seeking asylum.

People do not belong in prison simply 
for seeking asylum.

accepted

134 Groen 474 add Europe must establish legal and 
safe channels for migration

Europe must establish legal and safe 
channels for LABOUR migration

TBC - Accepted as amended: (same wording as 
in priorities) replace: "..common and 
comprehensive solution" with "common 
standards and common rules for labour 
mobility and migration, and for sharing …. . 
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135 Groen 
Links

474 replac
e

Europe must establish legal and 
safe channels for migration.

In order to manage migration fairly 
and effectively, we need to define 
common European policies for legal 
migration and safe passages for 
refugees.

136 Bü90/Di
e 
Grünen 

474 add … channels for migration. In order to facilitate legal migration 
to the EU, we finally need a European 
immigration code.

137 ICV 477 add languages. Agreements with transit countries 
should be revised to ensure a proper 
protection of human rights and EU 
international commitments.

accepted 

138 Bü90/Di
e 
Grünen 

497 add 
and 
replac
e

We are working to make the 
accession of Western Balkan 
countries possible and a 
success as well as to deepen 
cooperation with eastern 
partners.

We are working to make the 
accession of Western Balkan 
countries, based on the Copenhagen 
criteria, possible. We also want to 
deepen cooperation with eastern 
partners. 

Accepted: We are working to make the accession 
of Western Balkan countries, based on European 
values, possible. We also want to deepen 
cooperation with eastern partners.  

139 ICV 499 add aid. With our southern neighbours we 
share the mediterranian sea. 
Promote solidarity, cooperation and 
human rights promotion should be 
done in forums like Union for the 
Mediterranian.

  Accepted:  to add in Line 496 Both in the east 
and in the south 

140 ICV 505 add neighbourhood and beyond. as well in cyberspace withdrawn

141 EELV 510 delete We call for stopping arms 
exports to dictators and warring 
parties.

We call for stopping arms exports. VOTE

TBC - Accepted as amended: (same wording as 
in priorities) replace: "..common and 
comprehensive solution" with "common 
standards and common rules for labour 
mobility and migration, and for sharing …. . 
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142 Bü90/Di
e 
Grünen 

518 add add before "Europe needs to 
react"

Armed conflicts, terrorism, organized 
crime and climate change are 
threatening global peace and 
security. The EU needs to address 
these global challenges by promoting 
peace, stability and human rights. 

withdrawn

143 Bü90/Di
e 
Grünen 

519 - 
520

replac
e

... political strategy, comply with 
international law and have 
European Parliament approval.

... political strategy, backed by a 
mandate of the UN and have 
European Parliament approval.

VOTE 

144 Bü90/Di
e 
Grünen 

523 add … and combat terrorism. We propose the creation of a 
European Criminal Police Office 
which is able to initiate and conduct 
investigations on a European scale.

VOTE on CAS amendment: Replaces AM 144 
from Die Grünen and AM 145 from GGEP 

We propose the creation of a European 
Investigation Office, which is able to initiate 
and conduct missions and investigations 
against terrorism and organized crime on a 
European scale.

145 GGEP 523 add We propose to enhance the 
investigative powers vested in the 
EPPO and extend its remit to 
encompass counter-terrorism 
missions. This would later evolve into 
a full-fledged European Investigation 
Office able to initiate and conduct 
investigations on a European scale.

falls

146 Groen 
Links

523 - 
525

delete The Union can provide funding to 
fight radicalisation in prisons, 
while stricter rules on weapons 
and ammunition can reduce gun 
violence.

The Union can provide funding to fight 
radicalisation, while stricter rules on 
weapons and ammunition can reduce 
gun violence.

accepted
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147 GGEP 524 - 
525

replac
e

while stricter rules on weapons 
and ammunition can reduce gun 
violence.

We want the internal market rules for 
the acquisition, and use of firearms, 
explosives and chemicals crucial to 
their composition to be further 
tightened.

withdrawn

148 Groen 
Links

527 - 
532

Move 
this 
paragr
aph to 
503

Move this paragraph to 503 accepted

149 Groen 
Links

533 replac
e

Ever closer union: reforming the 
EU to prepare for the future

Reforming the EU to prepare for a 
democratic and transparent future

withdrawn

150 LMP 540 delete The EU must be developed into a 
full supranational democracy

VOTE ? 

151 MP 540 - 
541

replac
e

The EU must be developed into a 
full supranational democracy in 
which public decisions are taken 
transparently by elected and 
politically accountable 
representatives.

The EU needs to become more 
democratic. Political decisions need 
to be taken transparently and the 
public must be able to hold decision-
makers politically accountable

Vote on original text: This is why the  unanimity 
requirement should in general be replaced by 
normal legislative...                                                    
+ VOTE Swedish CAS proposal:                            
The EU must be developed into a full 
supranational democracy. Political decisions 
need to be taken transparently and the public 
must be able to hold decisionsmakers to 
account. Qualified majority voting should be 
extended to more areas, and when it is not 
possible to make progress on important issues 
it should be simpler for countries that wish to 
start an enhanced cooperation to do so. The 
European Parliament must have the power to 
initiate legislation and to use its co-decision 
and scrutiny right in all areas.   
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152 EELV 540 - 
543

replac
e

. The EU must be developed into 
a full supranational democracy 
in which public  decisions are 
taken transparently by elected 
and politically accountable 
representatives. Opposition from 
a handful of member states 
should not prevent the vast 
majority moving forward. This is 
why  the unanimity requirement 
should be replaced by normal 
legislative procedure and 
simplified  enhanced 
cooperation. The European 
Parliament must have the power 
to initiate legislation and to use 
its co-decision and scrutiny 
rights in all areas.

As Greens, we support a truly federal  
EU. It is a question of democracy. We 
believe that federalism is the right 
way to ensure that regional and 
national specificities are represented 
on an equal footing concerning the 
EU’s general interests. For this 
reason, we call for a bicameral 
parliamentarian system in which the 
EP, representing EU citizens as a 
whole and elected on transnational 
lists, will legislate beside a European 
senate representing national and/or 
regional interests.

VOTE

153 MP 541 - 
544

delete Opposition from a handful of 
member states should not 
prevent the vast majority moving 
forward. This is why the  
unanimity requirement should be 
replaced by normal legislative 
procedure and simplified 
enhanced cooperation

VOTE
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154 Cyprus 
Greens

541 - 
544

delete Opposition from a handful of 
member states should not 
prevent the vast majority moving 
forward. This is why the 
unanimity requirement should be 
replaced by normal legislative 
procedure and simplified 
enhanced cooperation.

155 GGEP 542 - 
544

replac
e

This is why the unanimity 
requirement should be replaced 
by normal legislative procedure 
and simplified enhanced 
cooperation.

This is why the unanimity 
requirement should be replaced by 
normal legislative procedure and opt-
outs from Treaty provisions should 
not be permissible. Enhanced 
cooperation should also be used 
when needed in order to ensure 
flexibility, without undermining the 
general interest of the Union and the 
equality of rights and opportunities 
between citizens.

withdrawn

156 MP 544 - 
545

replac
e

The European Parliament must 
have the power to initiate 
legislation and to use its co-
decision and scrutiny rights in all 
areas.

Replace the word "all" with "more": 
use its co-decision and scrutiny 
rights in more areas

withdrawn 

157 EELV 544 - 
545

replac
e

The European Parliament must 
have the power to initiate 
legislation and to use its co-
decision and scrutiny rights in all 
areas.

The European Parliament will have 
the power to control the budget,  
initiate legislation and use its 
scrutiny rights in all areas.

withdrawn

VOTE
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158 Groen 548 - 
549

add We oppose the creation of new 
eurozone-only institutions
and support instead establishing 
a special eurozone committee in 
the European Parliament

We oppose the creation of new 
eurozone-only institutions. INSTEAD, 
WE AIM FOR A MORE DEMOCRACY 
AND TRANSPARANCY OF THE 
POLICY OF THE EUROZONE. 
THEREFORE. WE support establishing 
a special eurozone committee in the 
European Parliament

withdrawn

159 GGEP 551 add We support either a 
parliamentary

Much can be done within the current 
Treaties. If and when Treaties 
changes become necessary, we 
support either a parliamentary

accepted: Much can be done within the current 
Treaties, we support either a parliamentary

160 MP 551 delete Further steps have to be taken 
towards “an ever-closer Union”.

Delete the word "ever": Further steps 
have to be taken towards “a closer 
Union”.

withdrawn

161 GGEP 552 delete to contributions accepted
162 GGEP 552 - 

554
delete with a mandate co-decided by 

the European Parliament and 
member-state representatives 
acting by qualified majority.

withdrawn

163 GGEP 554 - 
556

replac
e

The final decision to make treaty 
changes should be taken through 
a Union-wide referendum of 
European citizens. We do not 
want the vetoes of individual 
member states to block such a 
decision.

The final decision to make treaty 
changes should be taken through a 
Union-wide
referendum of European citizens and 
adopted by a double majority of 
citizens and Member States.

withdrawn
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164 MP 554 - 
556

delete The final decision to make treaty 
changes should be taken through 
a Union-wide referendum of 
European citizens. We do not 
want the vetoes of individual 
member states to block such a 
decision.

165 Cyprus 
Greens

554 - 
556

delete The final decision to make treaty 
changes should be taken through 
a Union-wide referendum of 
European citizens. We do not 
want the vetoes of individual 
member states to block such a 
decision.

166 EELV 555 - 
556

delete The final decision to make treaty 
changes should be taken through 
a Union-wide  referendum of 
European citizens. We do not 
want the vetoes of individual 
member states to block  such a 
decision.

The final decision to make treaty 
changes should be taken through a 
Union-wide  referendum of European 
citizens

withdrawn

VOTE
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167 Groen 
Links

558 - 
559

replac
e

We support a federal future for 
Europe. Federalism is a way to 
ensure that regional and national 
specificities are represented on 
an equal footing with the EU’s 
general interest.

We support a democratic future for 
Europe. Where regional and national 
specificities are represented on an 
equal footing with the EU’s general 
interest.

VOTE or withdrawn? 

168 MP 558 - 
561

delete We support a federal future for 
Europe. Federalism is a way to 
ensure that regional and national 
specificities are represented on 
an equal footing with the EU’s 
general interest. For this reason, 
we call for a system in which the 
European Parliament, 
representing EU citizens as a 
whole and elected  partially on 
transnational lists, co-legislates 
with a chamber representing 
member states.

withdrawn
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169 LMP 558 - 
562

replac
e

We support a federal future for 
Europe. Federalism is a way to 
ensure that regional and national 
specificities are represented on 
an equal footing with the EU’s 
general interest. For this reason, 
we call for a system in which the 
European Parliament, 
representing EU citizens as a 
whole and elected 561 partially 
on transnational lists, co-
legislates with a chamber 
representing member states. 
Regions are represented in a 
strengthened committee of the 
regions.

We support the European integration 
in the framework of social policy, 
labor rights, tax policy, environmental 
protection, protecting minority rights, 
ensuring transparency, fighting 
against corruption, defence and 
security policy, fighting against 
terrorism

VOTE 

170 EELV 558 - 
562

delete We support a federal future for 
Europe. Federalism is a way to 
ensure that regional and national  
specificities are represented on 
an equal footing with the EU’s 
general interest. For this reason, 
we  call for a system in which 
the European Parliament, 
representing EU citizens as a 
whole and elected  partially on 
transnational lists, co-legislates 
with a chamber representing 
member states. Regions  are 
represented in a strengthened 
committee of the regions.

withdrawn
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171 Bü90/Di
e 
Grünen 

564 - 
575

move 
whole 
point 
on 
transpa
rency 
and 
particip
ation to 

    accepted to move to 426

172 Bü90/Di
e 
Grünen 

567 - 
568

add We want meetings between 
European politicians and 
lobbyists to be disclosed as well 
as rules against revolving doors 
between politics and big 
business strengthened.

We want meetings between European 
politicians and lobbyists to be 
disclosed. We want a legislative 
footprint, that allows to monitor the 
influence of third parties on 
legislative processes.  Rules against 
revolving doors between politics and 
big business have to be strengthened 
by cooling off phases. We want 
binding lobby registers for all EU 
institutions. Transparency and ethics 
rules should be supervised by an 
independent body at EU level.

Accepted as amended: replacement to one 
sentence: (we want meetings .... strenghtened, 
567-568): 
We want a mandatory legislative footprint for 
EU laws, a binding lobby register for all EU 
institutions and to close the revolving doors 
between politics and big business by cooling 
off phases. These transparency and ethics 
rules should be supervised by an independent 
body at EU level.

173 EELV 575 add The rules must also be 
enhanced so  that initiatives get 
a response and lead to concrete 
action

The rules must also be enhanced so 
that initiatives get a response and 
lead to concrete action, and that a 
refusal should be argumented and 
made public.

withdrawal 

174 MP 577 - 
578

replac
e

The EU needs a substantially 
more ambitious budget to fulfil 
its tasks, co-decided by the 
European Parliament.

The EU needs a more effective 
budget to fulfil its tasks, as co-
decided by the European Parliament.

accepted: The EU needs a substantially more 
ambitious and effective  budget to fulfil its 
tasks, co-decided by the European Parliament.
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175 MP 578 - 
579

delete The increase should be funded 
largely by own resources such as 
taxes on pollution and resource 
use, relieving the pressure on 
member states.

accepted as amended (delete only last part)

176 MP 585 - 
586

delete Our proposals for the future of 
the monetary union apply to the 
eurozone+: countries which have 
already adopted the euro as well 
as those that are obliged to do 
so in future.

Our proposals for the future of the 
monetary union apply to the 
eurozone+: countries which have 
already adopted the euro.

Accepted as amended: Our proposals for the 
future of the monetary union apply to the 
eurozone+ countries

177 ICV 588 add mechanisms. Such tools, as Eurobonds supporting 
future-oriented and sustainable 
investments should be conditioned to 
social and economic criteria 
overcoming the current austerity 
parameters

Accepted as amended: Such tools, as 
Eurobonds supporting future-oriented and 
sustainable investments should be conditioned 
to social and economic criteria.

178 ICV 591 replac
e

of the Stability and Growth Pact of an updated and reformulated 
Stability and Growth Pact

accepted

179 GGEP 595 add The intergovernmental 
structures of the eurozone, such 
as the European Stability 
Mechanism

The intergovernmental structures of 
the eurozone, such as the Fiscal 
Compact and European Stability 
Mechanism

accepted

180 GGEP 596 replac
e

(ESM), must be profoundly 
reformed and made fully 
accountable to the European 
Parliament.

ESM), must be profoundly reformed 
and integrated into the EU legal 
framework with the full involvement 
of the European Parliament both in 
deciding the legislation and in holding 
to account those responsible for its 
subsequent operation.

accepted as amended: (ESM), must be 
profoundly reformed and integrated into the EU 
legal framework with the full involvement of 
the European Parliament. 
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181 Groen 
Links

600 add The conditions for relief need to be 
defined by the democratically 
accountable co-legislators instead of 
the ECB itself.

Accepted as amended: The conditions for 
relief need to be defined by democratically 
accountable legislators at the relevant levels.

182 ICV 600 add bond markets bond markets, and to foster full 
employment, besides price stability.

accepted

183 ICV 603 add ... and Member States ... and Member States, regardless of 
whether there is specific EU 
legislation in place

withdrawn

184 EELV 608 add New paragraph. Equality between women and men is 
a fundamental right recognised in the 
treaty of Rome in 1957 and in the 
Charter of Fundamental Rights. As 
long as women are not free to choose 
if and when they want to give birth to 
a child, this equality will be 
challenged. Some women in the EU 
have to travel all across the EU to get 
an abortion. This is why we Greens 
want to have the right to Abortion 
discussed in the European Parliament 
and have it introduced in the Charter 
of Fundamental Rights.

Accepted as amended: add in line 604  
....citizens enhanced.  We want to have the 
right to abortion introduced in the Charter of 
Fundamental rights 

185 Groen 
Links

609 - 
616

Move 
paragr
aph to 
412

withdrawn
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186 LMP 616 add We want to establish a European 
values instrument to support 
civil society and promote core 
values within the EU.

We want dramatically better 
institutional control over EU funds to 
prevent corruption.

accepted

187 Bü90/Di
e 
Grünen 

618 - 
620

move 
to 473

The EU treaties should be 
reformed to enable a common, 
balanced approach to migration. 
The European Parliament should 
be given democratic scrutiny on 
the implementation of border 
controls, formal and informal 
agreements with third countries, 
and asylum and migration 
policies.

accepted to move the second sentence 

188 GGEP 618 delete The EU treaties should be 
reformed to enable a common, 
balanced approach to migration.

189 MP 618 delete The EU treaties should be 
reformed to enable a common, 
balanced approach to migration.

190 Bü90/Di
e 
Grünen 

620 add … migration policies. We reject any plans for controlled 
centers or regional disembarcation 
platforms outside of the EU.

accepted  (in line 473)

191 GGEP 622 replac
e

Better regulation and 
sustainable development.

Smarter regulation and sustainable 
development.

accepted: smarter in the title

accepted to delete
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192 GGEP 622 - 
623

delete Better and smarter regulation 
can reduce unnecessary 
bureaucracy and make lives 
easier.

withdrawn

193 LMP 626 add deregulate and roll back 
necessary protection for people 
and the environment.

Big construction projects must only 
be initiated with the documented 
agreement of the local people. 
Externalities caused by these 
projects should be compensated and 
EU should help locals to validate this 
demand.

Accepted as amended: (in line 178) … future 
generations. Big construction projects must 
only be implemented after proper 
consultations of local people.  

18 Bü90/Di
e 
Grünen

39 replac
e

A EU carbon budget is needed to 
coordinate the efforts.

A EU carbon budget and a strong 
carbon floor price are needed to 
strengthen our efforts.

Accepted: add to line 89: We want a strong 
carbon floor price in the emissions trading 
system. 

from priorities 


